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Until relatively recently it was com
monly assumed by particle physicists
that the force of gravity could be ignored
in considering the structure of the ele
mentary particles and the nature of the
forces between them. However, the na
tural energy scale inany theory that tries
to unify the electroweak and strong
forces (the so-called "Grand Unified
Theories" (GUTs) is close to the Planck
energy (1019 GeV). This is the scale at
which the quantum mechanical effects
of the gravitational force are uncon
trollably strong. It is just at the Planck
scale that the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle combined with general relati
vity implies that the quantum fluctua
tions are big enough to create microsco
pic black holes. The structure of all field
theories must therefore be reconsidered
on these scales and the quantum me
chanical effects of the gravitational
force should be important.
The present flurry of excitement over
superstring theories arises from the fact
that they are particle theories that em
body general relativity in a manner
which is consistent with quantum me
chanics. The structure of these theories
is quite novel, representing a radical
departure from conventional quantum
field theory which is the framework of
most earlier ideas in particle physics.
Whereas in all conventional quantum
field theories the constituent particles
(the electron, photon, quarks, ...) are
pointlike, the fundamental constituents
of superstring theories are extended
strings which can vibrate as they move
in space-time. The constraints on con
structing consistent string theories are
very profound and lead to an almost
unique prediction of how the non-gravitational forces are embedded in the
theory. In other words, requiring the
quantum consistency of the theory
leads to an almost uniquely prescribed
prediction of a unification of the forces
with few arbitrary parameters.
Asingle string can vibrate in any com
bination of an infinite number of normal
modes of unlimited frequency. In quan
tum mechanics these modes corres
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to formulate the quantum mechanics of
a single free string. In the second stage
the interactions between strings must
be taken into account.
Single String Quantum Mechanics
The classical behaviour of a free string
moving in some arbitrary space-time
background is determined by a minimum
action principle, in which the action is
taken to be the area of the sheet swept
out as the string moves (the 'worldsheet'). The fact that the area is a
geometrical quantity which is indepen
dent of any particular parametrization of
the world-sheet, is crucial for the con
sistency of the theory. This principle
generalizes the familiar one for a point
particle, where the action is the length of
the world-line swept out as the particle
moves. The passage to a quantum me
chanical theory only maintains this geo
metrical feature under very special con
ditions. For the simplest theory, the di
mension of space-time must take a 'cri
tical' value of 26 while for superstring
theories it must be ten!
The idea that space-time might have
extra dimensions is not a new one but
the fact that the number of these extra
dimensions is determined by the theory
is quite novel. Clearly, in order to explain
observed physics the extra six dimen
sions of superstring theories must be
'curled up' into an unobservably small
size. In the end the nature of space-time
must be determined by the theory itself
since the theory contains general rela
tivity — the equations of the theory
should therefore determine that the
extra dimensions do curl up.

pond to states of definite energy and
hence mass. The spectrum of the theory
is therefore very rich, consisting of an
infinite number of states with unlimited
masses. The ground states in a super
string theory are massless — the word
'super' referring to the fact that these
theories contain supersymmetry, a sym
metry relating fermions to bosons.
The spacing of the excited, massive
states is determined by the string 'ten
sion', T, which has dimensions of
[mass]2 in natural units. This sets the
scale for dimensions in the theory and
should, therefore, be somewhere around
the Planck value of (1019 GeV)2. The
massive particles are therefore extreme
ly massive and could never be directly
produced in accelerators. At energies
much smaller than 1019 GeV only the
massless modes are important for many
considerations.
Among the massless states of the
string are some spin 1 particles which
are just the gauge particles of Yang-Mills
theories and a massless spin 2 particle
which is the graviton of general relativi
ty. In addition, the supersymmetry of
superstring theory is correlated with the Interactions Between Strings
In order to take interactions between
existence of the spin 3/2 'gravitino' in
the spectrum. The existence of these fa strings into account properly one ought
miliar massless particles is related to the to formulate something like a quantum
fact that at low energy, when the mas field theory of strings. In conventional
sive states are irrelevant, superstring field theories point particles arise as
theory looks like some conventional quantized disturbances in fields which
theory of gravity interacting with a are defined over all points in space-time.
gauge theory. All the observed elemen This suggests that there should be some
tary particles (quarks, leptons, gauge kind of generalization to fields which
particles,...) should emerge from among are defined not on the space of spacethe massless modes, since even the time points, but on the space of all pos
heaviest of them is massless relative to sible string configurations. An individual
the Planck scale. However, the existence string would then be a quantized 'wave'
of the excited string states plays a cru inthis field. This involves a very deep ge
cial role in the theory since they can be neralization of the notion of space-time
excited just at the scale where the pro which is the subject of a lot of the cur
blems with quantum gravity arise, rent research. Once such a formulation
around the Planck scale. At this scale of string theory is achieved the manysuperstring theory differs radically from string effects associated with the crea
Einstein's theory, or indeed, all conven tion and annihilation of strings will be
tional quantum field theories, which automatically incorporated into the
theory. So far this deep understanding of
have pointlike constituents.
There are two stages in the study of string theory is incomplete. At present
the dynamics of superstrings. The first is the calculation of string interactions can

only be carried out inthe context of 'per
turbation theory', using diagrams that
are analogous to the Feynman diagrams
that are used in conventional field theo
ries based on point particles.
Quantum-Mechanical Consistency
One signal of the problem of wedding
general relativity and quantum theory is
the fact that such perturbation theory
diagrams for Einstein's theory of gravity
are plagued by infinite results. In super
string theory the answers are sensibly
finite, but only for very special versions
of the theory. In the most interesting
kind of superstring theory, known as the
heterotic theory, the requirement that
the theory be finite restricts the possible
symmetry groups that describe the nongravitational forces to just two possibili
ties - SO(32) and E8 x E8. At this point
I am describing the results obtained
before the curling-up of the extra six
spatial dimensions is considered, so that
all ten space-time dimensions are on an
equal footing. Achieving a finite quan
tum theory containing gravity is an un
precedented success.
There is another aspect of this quan
tum-mechanical consistency which ari
ses from the fact that the interesting
superstring theories are those which are

'chiral', i.e., those which distinguish left
and right handedness. The reason that
these are the physically interesting theo
ries obviously stems from the observed
left-right asymmetry of the weak force.
However, there is a grave danger that
any chiral theory will develop incon
sistencies, known as 'anomalies', due
to quantum mechanical fluctuations.
These anomalies represent a breakdown
of important conservation laws which
are built into the classical (i.e., non
quantum mechanical) formulation of the
theory. These quantum fluctuations are
described by the Feynman diagrams of
perturbation theory beyond the most tri
vial order. Requiring the absence of
anomalies imposes severe conditions on
superstring theories which again res
tricts the symmetry groups that unify
the forces to those mentioned above.
These unifying symmetry groups re
present far larger symmetries than those
that are usually suggested in GUTs,
which are attempts to unify the electroweak and the strong forces by simply
postulating some symmetry. However,
the striking fact is that all the plausible
GUTs are based on symmetry groups
which are subgroups of E8 (which has
very special properties and has long
been suggested as an attractive group
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metry is an added bonus. The matter shadow matter and of low energy sym
carrying the E8 charges is neutral with metries among particles beyond those
respect to the matter we observe, and of the standard model as I have already
would only be detectable via its gravita mentioned. Another intriguing possibi
tional force. It has been called 'shadow lity is the existence of very heavy par
matter'. Detailed properties of this type ticles with peculiar fractional electric
of matter are not understood — it is not charges. These are associated with
even known, for example, whether this states in which a string winds through
extra E8 symmetry remains intact or is the holes in the curled-up six-dimensio
broken. Whether any shadow matter nal space. Ifthese states exist then there
survives in the Universe depends on ill- should also be magnetic monopoles
understood details of the early evolution with magnetic charges which are multi
ples of the basic unit of magnetic
of the Universe.
Many of the properties of the effective charge. Unfortunately, none of these
theory in four dimensions are determin unusual phenomena is likely to be meaed entirely by topological features of the sureable for a long time.
six curled-up dimensions. This is a very
There is one striking experimental fact
striking feature of superstring theories that must be explained if superstring
which is not shared by earlier theories theory is to make physical sense. This is
that invoked extra dimensions. For the fact that the 'cosmological constant'
example, the number of 'generations' of — a measure of the part of the curvature
Curled-up Dimensions
In principle the equations of the quarks and leptons (i.e., the number of of the universe that is not due to the pre
theory determine the dynamics of the different species) is determined by one sence of matter — is measured to be
theory with curled-up dimensions. As I of the most fundamental topological almost exactly zero whereas a typical
have indicated above, string theory is properties of the space, namely, its Euler point-particle theory gives a value close
not yet formulated in a satisfactory man characteristic. There are reasons for to unity! Since the typical point-particle
ner and the most profound problems believing that in a theory of this type theory does not contain quantum gra
cannot yet be faced. However, there has there can be at most four generations. vity in a consistent manner this problem
been a lot of progress in understanding This provides a severe restriction on the has often been swept under the same
rug as other inconsistencies. However,
the restrictions that the theory places on possible curled-up spaces.
since superstring theory contains quan
the nature of the curled-up space. In
tum gravity in a consistent manner, the
contrast to the theories of quantum gra Limitations
vity based on pointlike particles, instring
Although the E8 x E8 superstring explanation of the vanishing (or near va
theory there are very few possible ways theory has an excellent chance of lea nishing) of the cosmological constant
in which the extra six dimensions can be ding to a unified qualitative explanation might prove to be a key test for the theo
curled up.
of accelerator experiments it is still a ry.
It is could well be the case that a dee
Although there are strong theoretical very long way from providing a detailed
restrictions on the extra six-dimensional description of experimental features. per understanding of the predictions of
space there is not, at the present level of The only calculations that have been the theory will have to await a more fun
understanding, any theoretical reason performed are inthe context of perturba damental formulation that I alluded to
for selecting one rather than another. tion theory and going beyond this will earlier. Instead of general relativity
Any of these seems to result in an equal require the understanding of several for emerging from the theory in an appa
ly good effectively four-dimensional midable theoretical problems. There are, rently accidental manner there is pre
(three space and one time) theory so however, strong arguments that sug sumably a deep principle in string theory
that at this stage there is some freedom gest that such non-perturbative features that extends the usual geometric prin
to appeal to experiment to constrain the must be essential. For example, in most ciples at the heart of general relativity
possibilities. It is a matter of some de versions of the theory, supersymmetry and Yang-Mills gauge theories. This prin
bate whether the theory should predict is unbroken to all orders in perturbation ciple is expected to involve geometrical
one particular version of the curled-up theory. Since supersymmetry is very ob notions in the space defined by all the
space or whether there is some statisti viously broken in the real world it is im possible configurations of a string — a
cal uncertainty about which of the many portant to understand the non-perturba- vastly larger space than the conven
possible theories with six curled-up (and tive mechanisms that break it. Whereas tional view of space-time (even in ten
four effectively flat) dimensions Nature unbroken supersymmetry ensures that dimensions!). A lot of the current re
has chosen. For most of the possibilities all the observed particles have zero mass search is aimed at discovering this gene
so far discovered the consistency of the relative to the Planck scale, the breaking ralization of general relativity. Such a
theory determines that the original E8 x of supersymmetry will lead to the actual reformulation of the theory ought to cla
E8 symmetry of the ten-dimensional non-zero masses for the observed par rify its predictions and pointtothe useful
theory is broken down to E6 x E8, al ticles and for newly predicted particles kinds of experiments that could test the
though there is also a possibility that it (such as the supersymmetric partners of theory.
may be broken to the group SO(10) x E8 the known particles). Since these kinds
or SU(5) x E8. These are all very in of detailed predictions are difficult to ob
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for particle physics). For this reason the
superstring theory with E8 x E8is a par
ticularly interesting candidate for pro
viding a realistic theory. An immense
amount of research has been aimed at
deriving the physical predictions from
this theory. The most essential point is
that when the curling-up of the six extra
space dimensions is considered, the
huge symmetry, E8 x E8breaks down to
a subsymmetry. The result is a theory in
effectively four space-time dimensions
in which there is a kind of GUT symme
try unifying the non-gravitational forces.
Since the starting point is a superstring
theory with no freely adjustable parame
ters there are few parameters in this uni
fying theory (whereas a typical GUT has
around 25 parameters).
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